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Họ, tên học sinh:............................................................................. Lớp ..............SBD:…...............
I.Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation

Question 1. A. booked
Question 2. A. caps

B. pushed
B. meters

C. caused
C. swimmers

D. matched
D. lines

II.Choose the word that differs from the other three in the position of the primary stress
Question 3. A. attract
B. person
C. signal
D. instance
Question 4. A. verbal
B. suppose
C. even
D. either
III.Choose the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s)
Question 5. She got up late and rushed to the bus stop.
A. came into
B. went leisurely
C. went quickly
IV.Choose the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s)
Question 6: Poiniting at someone is uasually considered rude
A. polite
B. impolite
C. easy

D. dropped by

D. informal

V.Choose the correct answer in each of the following questions.
11-The little girl asked what…………...to her friend.
A-has happened
B-happened C-had happened
D-would have been happened
Question 6. Each of us must take___________ for our own actions.
A. probability
B. ability
C. possibility
D. responsibility
Question 7. These quick and easy___________ can be effective in the short term, but they have a
cost. A. solve
B. solvable
C. solutions
D. solvability
Question 9. Most adjectives can be used to___________ a noun.
A. precede
B. advance
C. occur
D. stand
Question 13. Children who are isolated and lonely seem to have poor language and___________.
A. communicate
B. communication
C. communicative
D. communicator
Question 16. She looked___________ me, smiling happily and confidently.
A. on
B. over
C. forward to
D. at
Question 26. When Carol___________ last night, I___________ my favorite show on television.
A. was calling/ watched
B. called/ have watched
C. called/ was watching
D. had called/ watched
Question 27. By this time next summer, you___________ your studies.
A. completes
B. will complete
C. are completing
D. will have completed
Question 30. When I__________ home last night, I__________ that Jane___________ a beautiful
candlelight dinner.
A. had arrived/ discovered/ prepared B. was arriving/ had discovered/ was preparing
C. have arrived/ was discovering/ had prepared
D. arrived/ discovered/ was preparing
Question 21. John asked me___________ in English.
A. what does this word mean
B. what that word means
C. what did this word mean
D. what that word meant
Question 28. John asked me___________ interested in any kind of sports.
A. if I were
B. if were I
C. if was I
D. if I was
Question 27. Laura said she_________ on the assignment since___________.
A. worked / yesterday
B. has worked /two days ago
C.had worked / the day before
D. would worked /the next day
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Question 20. - Carol: "Let's have a pizza."
- Cook: "___________ "
A. Not again
B. It doesn't matter C. It’s a good idea
D. Not really
Question 17. - Timmy: “What an attractive hair style you have got, Mary!“ - Tommy:
“__________.“
A. Thank you very much. I am afraid
B. You are telling a lie
C. Thank you for your compliment
D. I don't like your sayings
VI.Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs
correction

Câu 20:-He will take the dog out for a walk as soon as he will finish dinner.
A
B
C
D
Question 30. John asked me if had I seen that film the night before.
A

B

C

D

VIII.Read the following passage and choose the correct answer to each of the questions from 25 to 28
Choose the option marked A, B, C, or D that best completes each of the following sentences.
I was born to dance. I've been dancing all my life, ever since my mother, who gave up a dancing
career on the stage when she married my father, picked me up and twirled me around as an infant. As
much as I loved dancing with her, her greatest gift to me was her "unconditional love" during her
lifetime.
My parents divorced after only 5 years of marriage, but my father remarried a lovely lady who
also loved to dance. They used to take me to a dancing club where I would listen to the music and
watch them dance-occasionally my stepmother, Mary, invited me to dance.
I also met my wife, Charlotte, in a dancing party. I danced with her for about 15 minutes, and
during that brief span, I realized that I fell in love with her. We kept dancing throughout our marriage.
My earliest memories of dancing with my daughters started when I came home from work to our
small home in Marblehead, Massachusetts, and my daughter Laura was about 3 years old. It was very
relaxing for me. to turn on the record player, pick up Laura in my arms, and dance her around the
room!
Our family danced a lot. My daughters, Laura and Anne, and I continued to dance on every
occasion. One favorite memory I have of dancing with Laura and Anne was when I took each of them
when they were seniors in high school to the Daddy-Daughter dance. We won both dance
competitions!
As their father, I have tried to provide my daughters with unconditional love, as my Mother
provided to me, endless emotional and loving support, and good educations and life experiences
which have helped prepare them for happy and successful adult lives. Being a father who is worthy of
their love and respect, I consider fatherhood a privilege, not an entitlement.
In 1994, my oldest daughter Laura gave me a lovely book, which I still have, entitled "Fathers
and Daughters." My Father's Day suggestion to every father is to dance with your daughters at every
opportunity. It will not only bring you closer, it will give them memories of you “to hang onto" long
after we are gone.
1. Of the characters mentioned in the passage, who did not like dancing? .
a. Mary
b. Laura
c. Anne
d. No one
2. The writer _________.
a. could not dance well
b. had a devoted mother
c. had not met his father since his parents divorced.
d. did not like to dance with his step mother
3. Which sentence is not true?
a. He used to go to a dancing club with his father and step mother.
b. The writer had two daughters.
c. The writer enjoyed dancing with his daughters.
d. The writer never danced with his step mother
4. Which is not referred to what the writer provides his daughters with?
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a. the arts of dancing
b. unconditional love

c. endless emotional and loving support
d. good educations and life experiences

Choose the word or phrase marked A, B, C, or D that best fits each space in the following text.
Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase.
Researchers in communication show that more feelings and intentions are (41) _______ and
received nonverbally than verbally. Mehrabian and Wienerfollowing have stated that only 7% (42)
_______ message is sent through words, with remaining 93% sent nonverbal (43) _______.
Humans use nonverbal communication because:
Words have limitations: There are (44) _______ areas where nonverbal communication is more
effective than verbal, especially when we
explain the shape, directions, personalities which are expressed nonverbally.
41.a. sent
b. posted
c. mailed
d. thrown
42 a.through
b. in
c. of
d. for
43 a.thought
b. expressions
c. gestures
d. postures
44.a.sum
b. great deal
c. amount
d. numerous
--I.

Sentences transformation: Rewrite the following sentences in such ways that remain the original
sentences meanings
Question 1. "Let's have a talk on the new film", he said.
→ He suggested ____________________________________________________.
He suggested having a talk on the new film.
Question 2. : It's the first time I've been to a flower shop.
→ I haven’t ______________________________.
I haven’t been to a flower shop before
Question 3.Before I (go) …..to London, I (not / enjoy) ….learning English
→ Before ____________________________________
Before I went to London, I had not enjoyed learning English
Question 3 “Would you like to join our team?”, he said.
→He invited _______________________________________
He invited me to join their team.
--II. Paragraph writing: With around 70 words, write a paragraph to describe your home-village.
Your writing should include:
- The location, the special characteristics?
- The beauty: sights and the residential lifestyles?
- You pride or memories?
-------------------------------

----------- HẾT ----------
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